
Im Rising: Determined. Confident. Powerful. By Michelle G. Stradford Book Im rising sun This
uplifting book is more than a mere collection of poetic musings it serves as a powerful tool of self-
love and personal transformation that belongs on every fierce soul’s bookshelf—or better yet on their
nightstand for their daily dose of inspiration each time they rise. EPub Im rising phoenix Readers'
Favorite announces the review of the Poetry Love/Romance book When Love Rises by Michelle G
Stradford currently available at {site_link} Reviewed By Sefina Hawke for Readers' FavoriteWhen
Love Rises by Michelle G Stradford is a contemporary poetry book which would appeal most to
young adults and adults who love poetry as well as romance lovers. EBook Im rising sun Are you
ready for your very soul to be touched by the emotions these poems evoke during reading?When
Love Rises by Michelle G Stradford is a well written poetry collection that I found myself getting
wrapped up in very quickly. Im Rising pdf editor I really liked that the author did not force the
poems to all be long poems but rather wrote each poem to the perfect length for both the topic and
the emotion that the poem was meant to express. I'm resigning My favorite poem in the book was
“Summer”; the poem was so vivid that I could really picture it in my head and it felt like there could
be a whole story behind the poem. Im Rising fiction meaning Overall this book took me on an
emotional roller coaster as each poem truly showed me a different side of love and each one was
imbued with such emotion that I felt like I could connect to each poem on a personal level. I'm
raising a man in a different world manga I felt as though I had accidentally stumbled into the
author's journal as she delves into her emotional pain strength and power of perseverance to bring
you a collection of prose that is just.

I'm raising
But the ones that resonates with me really did work. Book Im rising Anything I did not connect
with I found myself rooting for those who did share the experience s on the page, Book Im rising
phoenix I would recommend this work to every one especially now when the whole world could use
some light and encouragement: Im Rising booking I will look to this book on the days I need a little
extra help lifting my spirit, Book Im rising action English My first time hearing about this author
and I am so happy that I stumbled upon her on Amazon: Im Rising fiction meaning Now I buy
them from Apple Books because I am not interested in doing a monthly subscription for Audible. Im
isengrind 11 And with that being said.

Im Rising booking
Triumph—all part of the rich tapestry of this collection of poems, Im Rising kindle She is a She-
nado! English This is a powerful soul healing book. Book Im rising sign The first one dealing with
the pain and the destructive power of hurtful events in our lives. Book Im rising sun The second
chapter deals with changing as a person in spite of our sufferings. Book Im rising sun The final
chapter she pens the joy of victory in the aftermath of these trials, Book Im rising tide Michelle
Stradford uses vivid and graphic language to bring the reader to see a clear word pictures to
describe the depth of despair in the worst of suffering: Book Im rising I'm proud of her for bravely
dealing with the subject of suffering that even those close to us do not want to hear: Book Im
rising My favorite poem in the book however.

I'm raising
Take back your Power your Glorious and Rise! “I'm Rising: Determined, Book Im rising tide ”
takes the reader on an emotive journey of empowerment through life’s countless triumphs and



tribulations, Book Im rising phoenix Above all else it inspires one to tap into their infinite
potential so they can overcome any obstacle that appears on their unique path, Book Im rising star
Through heartfelt storytelling alliterative diction and soul-awakening themes this empathic poetess
instills each reader with an unwavering sense of perseverance courage and compassion. Book Im
rising sun The collection offers poems for women and men urging us to stretch and grow to our
fullest potential. Im Rising kindle store The empowering prose offers encouraging words with a
call to action to harness our self-confidence to achieve the goals we were destined to shatter: Im
Rising booking Stradford is an award winning bestselling Author Architect Artist and Photographer
who creates written visual and inhabitable art: Im Rising fiction meaning In addition to poetry
she has written short stories and fiction since adolescence: Book Im rising Her writing style is
contemporary free verse as her goal is to create poetry and prose that is relatable connects with and
is inspiring to her readers. Kindle Im rising In particular she wants to use her experiences and
writing to build a platform that encourages women and girls to own their power to overcome
challenges and crush their goals: Im Rising fiction meaning Michelle has had the privilege of
traveling the world and loves sharing her interpretation of love life friendship and community: Book
Im rising She thrives on using words art and photography to tell Michelle G. Im Rising book
Stradford is an award winning bestselling Author Architect Artist and Photographer who creates
written visual and inhabitable art: Book Im risinger In addition to poetry she has written short
stories and fiction since adolescence, I'm raising Her writing style is contemporary free verse as
her goal is to create poetry and prose that is relatable connects with and is inspiring to her readers.
Book Im rising phoenix In particular she wants to use her experiences and writing to build a
platform that encourages women and girls to own their power to overcome challenges and crush
their goals: Book Im rising star Michelle has had the privilege of traveling the world and loves
sharing her interpretation of love life friendship and community. Im Rising kindle app She thrives
on using words art and photography to tell stories that evoke emotions or make connections with
others: Im Rising fiction meaning She loves the arts both visual and performing so checking out
shows and small art collections are always fun to do with family and friends. Im Rising fiction
meaning To wind down and re energize she enjoys curling up with a great read or pulling out her
acrylics and watercolors for a little painting: Book Im rising She also likes to sketch experiment
with her camera and take on creative do it yourself projects, Fiction Im rising sign Michelle
published her first poetry book When Love Rises in April 2019 debuting as a No: Im Rising
booking 1 New Release in poetry books about Love and was recently awarded an honorable
mention by Readers' Favorite, Im Rising fiction meaning It celebrates love offers comfort in
heartbreak and provides inspiration for healing and encourages one to try love again. EPub Im
rising action “I'm Rising the second of three books planned in her Rising series was published
September 2019 as a No, Poetry Im rising tide It is a poetry collection about self love intended to
ignite a spark and remind us that facing and conquering our fears and pain builds inner strength and
resilience: Book Im rising phoenix It encourages readers to Take back their Power their Glorious
and Rise! Her third book is due out at the end of 2019: Book Im rising
**********************************************************************Author's new book receives a
warm literary welcome: Book Im rising The book holds a diverse collection of contemporary poetry
and reflections that explore the many different sides of love. Im Rising book The author explores
themes like heartbreak new love and reliving past love, Poetry Im rising action The book is split
into three sections that divide the poems into the categories of love rising in the dark and the light,
Im Rising fiction So many authors ruin their poems by trying to force them to be longer than they
should be so I was much relieved to find that was not the case with these masterpieces: Fiction Im
rising action A mix of short and longer works reading it I could easily imagine the author standing
on the stage performing these poems declaiming her words to a cheering audience: Book Im rising
Insightful uplifting and sometimes sad many of these works touched me: Im Rising book I
particularly liked two short poems 'Second Chances' and 'You-volution', I'm raising Even if poetry is
not usually your 'thing' I strongly recommend finding a copy of this work and spending some time



with the words of Michelle G Stradford, Im Rising pdf reader I received an advanced review copy
for free and I am leaving this review voluntarily. Poetry Im risinger English This wasn't quite what
I was expecting however there were many poems in this volume that I really felt hit home, Im
Rising book Disclaimer: I received a free ARC of this book and am voluntarily leaving an honest
review: Poetry Im rising star When the sun jest matter includes racism domestic violence
emotional abuse etc, Book Im risinger I don’t find it necessarily useful to make each poem an
affirmation, Book Im rising action It’s ok to be mad as hell that unfair and truly abhorrent events
have befallen you: Book Im rising tide Making the poetry all about positivity left a saccharine
aftertaste in my mouth, I'm raising English This collection of poetry would offer a lot for someone
who is looking for words of self-affirmation and determination in the face of adversity. PDF Im
rising tide I did connect with some of the poems and appreciated the author's confidence and
honesty: Im Rising pdf reader However the collection as a whole is overwhelmingly positive and
upbeat almost to the point of being annoying: I'm raising a man in a different world manga I
also did not like that there were multiple typos in the book. Im Rising book The drawings were
unnecessary and didn't add anything to the collection. Im isengrind 11 English UpliftingI enjoyed
the uplifting messages in the different themes of the pieces. Im Rising epubor I could not
personally relate to every idea presented let's move on to the review. Im Rising booking The
narrator Milan Dancy was perfect in reading this book because it is about self-love healing rising
above trials and tribulations of life and transformation: Im Rising epubs Everything that we have
experienced whether you've told someone or you've never told anyone chances are your story is
within the poetic pages of this book: Book Im rising Poetry is so beautiful it is literally a separate
language all unto itself. Book Im rising sign So the fact that I not only was drawn to it but
purchased in audio instead of paperback. Book Im rising sun I look forward to finding more books
like this in this genre by black and brown authors. EPub Im rising sign Ciao! English Beautiful and
life-affirmingMichelle Stradford has done it again: Im Rising booking “I’m Rising” is fierce and
fresh with inspiration for everyone, Book Im rising Friendship love pain heartache achievement
resilience is Mission Me found in the last chapter, EBook Im rising This poem summarises the
whole experience of trials changing and overcomming. English A powerful collection of self-affirming
poetry. English Love thisLove this book!Empowering females with words. I can’t wait to buy this for
my daughter and nieces.So I am starting to get more into audiobooks. The book is divided into three
chapters. The first chapter was my favorite. Confident. Powerful. Im Rising: Determined. Confident.
Powerful.Michelle G.1 New Release in Inspirational poetry books. {site_link} This is a book of poetry
that packs a punch. REAL. They're about human nature and all that that may entail. English
Uncomfortable positivityThe author is a beautiful writer. My problem was more with her tone. The
poems seem redundant after a while. It could have used further editing. It was so delightful and
personal to read.Well Until My Next Review. Well Done!!! English

.


